We prove that special flows over an ergodic rotation of the circle under a C 1 roof function with one discontinuity do not have local rank one. In particular, any such flow has infinite rank.
Introduction
Special flows built over the rotation R α of the circle by an irrational number α and under a piecewise C 1 -function f with non-zero sum of jumps were introduced and studied by J. von Neumann in [vN32] . He proved that such flows have continuous spectrum (i.e. are weakly mixing) for each irrational rotation. The weak mixing result was generalised in two directions: the C 1 -condition on f was replaced by absolute continuity in [ILM99] , while A. Katok, [Ka01] , proved weak mixing replacing R α by any ergodic interval exchange transformations. Recall also that it follows from a result by A. Kočergin, [Ko72] , that von Neumann flows are never mixing. As a matter of fact K. Fraczek and M. Lemańczyk, [FL04] , proved that von Neumann flows are spectrally disjoint from all mixing flows. Moreover, whenever α has bounded type, von Neumann flows are mildly mixing, [FL06] .
On the other hand, nothing is known about spectral multiplicity and rank properties of von Neumann flows. Recall that rank yields an upper bound on the spectral multiplicity [Ki88] .
In the paper we show that the rank of von Neumann flows for which f has one discontinuity is infinite. More precisely, let T = (T t ) t∈R be a von Neumann special flow over the rotation R α : T → T by an irrational α and under a roof function f : T → R + of the form f (x) = g(x) + A{x} + c,
where g ∈ C 1 (T), T g(x)dx = 0, A = 0, c ∈ R is such that f > 0 and {x} stands for the fractional part of x. Our main result is the following:
Theorem 1.1. The flow T does not have local rank one.
The key property which is used to prove Theorem 1.1 is slow divergence of orbits of nearby points in the flow direction. Such way of divergence of orbits is characteristic for parabolic systems. It was first observed by M. Ratner for the class of horocycle flows, [Ra83] . Later this property (called Ratner's property) was shown to hold for some von Neumann flows under the additional assumption that α has bounded type [FL06] and for some mixing, smooth flows on surfaces [FK16] , [KKU] . In all these papers, Ratner's property was used to enhance mixing properties (weak mixing to mild mixing and mixing to multiple mixing). In [K16] , a property of Ratner's type, called in [K16] parabolic divergence, was used to compute slow entropy of some mixing smooth surface flows with non-degenerate saddles. A variant of the parabolic divergence property is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Let us shortly describe this property in our setting. Notice that the divergence of orbits of two close points is caused by two effects: slow (uniform) divergence by hitting the roof and fast (non-uniform) divergence by hitting the discontinuity. It is the first type of divergence which is characteristic for parabolic systems. It turns out that either going forward or backward in time, we can always avoid the discontinuity long enough to observe the effect of the uniform divergence (see Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.1).
Basic definitions
We denote by T the circle group R/Z which we will identify with the unit interval [0, 1). For a real number x denote by {x} its fractional part, by [x] = x − {x} its integer part and by x its distance to the nearest integer. Given x, y ∈ T with x − y < 1 2 , [x, y] will denote the shortest interval in T connecting x and y. Lebesgue measure on T will be denoted by m T .
Special flows
Let T be an ergodic automorphism of a standard Borel space (X, B, µ) (with µ(X) < +∞). A measurable function f : X → R defines a cocycle Z×X → R given by
Assume that f ∈ L 1 (X, B, µ) is a strictly positive function.
Definition 2.1. The special flow T = (T f t ) t∈R over the base automorphism T under the roof function f is the flow acting on (X f , B f , µ f ), where X f = {(x, s) ∈ X × R | 0 ≤ s < f (x)} and B f and µ f are the restrictions of B ⊗ B R and µ ⊗ λ to X f respectively (λ stands for Lebesgue measure on R). Under the action of the flow T each point in X f moves vertically upward with unit speed, and we identify the point (x, f (x)) with (T x, 0). More precisely, for (x, s) ∈ X f we have
where n ∈ Z is the unique number such that f (n) (x) ≤ s + t < f (n+1) (x).
We will identify the base X with the subset {(
Von Neumann flows
We call a function f :
by an irrational α ∈ T and under a piecewise C 1 roof function f : T → R + with a non-zero sum of jumps.
We will consider the simplest case when f has only one discontinuity. Without loss of generality we may assume that f is C 1 on T \ {0} with a jump A = f − (0) − f + (0) = 0. Any such f can be written in the form
where g ∈ C 1 (T), T g(x)dx = 0, A = 0 (A is called the slope) and c ∈ R is such that f > 0.
We will assume that T f dm T = 1, that is we normalize the resulting measure to make it a probability measure.
Finite rank systems and systems of local rank one
In this section we recall the notion of finite rank and local rank one. There are several equivalent ways to define a finite rank system (see [Fe97] ). We will define rank properties in the language of special flows, [Fa05] .
Let T = (T t ) t∈R be an ergodic flow on a standard probability space (X, B, µ). Let B ⊂ X, H ∈ R + and 0 < η < 1. 
• f (y) = H for every y ∈ ϕ(B).
By abuse of notation, we will identify the subset ϕ −1 (Y ) ⊂ X with the base Y and the measure ν •ϕ −1 on ϕ −1 (Y ) with ν, that is we will think of the base of the corresponding suspension flow as of a subset of X equipped with a finite measure ν.
The set H t=0 T t B will be also referred to as a tower. For 0 ≤ t < H the set T t B is called a level of the tower.
Fix a finite measurable partition P of X. For ε > 0 we say that a level T t B is ε-monochromatic (for P) if a 1 − ε proportion of it (with respect to the measure ν • T −t ) is contained in one atom of the partition P. A tower for (T t ) t∈R is called ε-monochromatic (for P) if a 1 − ε proportion of its levels (with respect to the Lebesgue measure λ on [0, H)) is ε-monochromatic.
Definition 2.4. Let β ∈ (0, 1]. An ergodic flow T = (T t ) t∈R has local rank one of order β if for every finite partition P of X and every ε > 0 there exists a (β − ε)-tower for T which is ε-monochromatic for P.
Definition 2.5. An ergodic flow T has local rank one if it has local rank one of some order β ∈ (0, 1]. If β = 1 then T is said to have rank one. Definition 2.6. An ergodic flow T = (T t ) t∈R has finite rank if there exists r ∈ N such that for every finite partition P of X and every ε > 0 there are r disjoint towers (B 1 , H 1 ), . . . , (B r , H r ) for T which are ε-monochromatic for P and such that µ(
We get the definition of rank one flow if r = 1.
Clearly, all the above properties are measure theoretic invariants and the following implications hold: rank one ⇒ finite rank ⇒ local rank one [Ki88] ⇒ finite spectral multiplicity.
Let P : X → {1, . . . , k} be a finite partition of X. Given H > 0 we define the Hamming distance between x and y ∈ X by
Lemma 2.1. For an arbitrary ε > 0, if (B, H) is an
Proof. For every 0 ≤ t < H, the partition P induces a partition Q t of B by Q t (x) = P(T t x). Denote by Q t the atom of the partition Q t with the largest ν-measure. If for some t ∈ [0, H), Q t is not uniquely defined, take Q t to be any atom of Q t for which ν obtains its maximum. However, for 1 − ε 2 4 proportion of t ∈ [0, H) (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) Q t is determined uniquely, since the tower is ε 2 4 -monochromatic. Denote by P t the atom of P such that Q t = B ∩ T −t (P t ). Note that
since the tower is ε 2 4 -monochromatic. By Fubini's Theorem, we get
Hence there exists a set
This means that for every x ∈ D, T t x ∈ P t for 1 − ε 2 proportion of t ∈ [0, H). So, for any x, y ∈ D and for 1 − ε proportion of t ∈ [0, H) both T t x, T t y ∈ P t , and therefore d P H (x, y) < ε.
Given a set P in a metric space (X, d), by its diameter we mean diam P := sup x,y∈P d(x, y). For a family of sets P, diam P := sup P ∈P diam P . As we will see in the next section, von Neumann flows in consideration have a Ratner like property of slow divergence of nearby points (Proposition 3.1), which will be in contrast with the following property of local rank one special flows.
Lemma 2.2. Let T = (T t ) t∈R be a special flow over a circle rotation and let P be a finite partition of X. If T has local rank one of order β ∈ (0, 1], then for any ε > 0 there exist H = H(ε) > 0 arbitrary large and
and for (x 1 , s 1 ) :
we also have
Proof. We assume that ε < β 20 . Since T has local rank one of order β, we can find an arbitrary high (β − ε)-tower (B, h) which is
and t 1 ∈ [3h/4, h) for which the levels T t 0 B and T t 1 B are ε-monochromatic, i.e. ν(T −t i P i ∩ B) ≥ (1 − ε)ν(B) for an atom P i of P (i =
Consider two sets
, where π stands for the natural projection X → T), while ν(E) > β 2.5H . Therefore there exists (y, s ′ ) ∈ E \ (C 0 ∪ C 1 ). The corresponding pair (x 0 , s 0 ) and
The lemma is proved.
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Assume that an irrational α is fixed and f is of the form (1). We may assume without lost of generality that the slope in (1) is A = 1. Denote L := min{1, inf x∈T f (x)} and M := max{1, sup x∈T f (x)}, so that
For an integer interval J = [a, b] ⊂ Z and c > 0, by cJ we denote the integer interval [ca, cb] ∩ Z. The following proposition will be the main ingredient in the proof.
Proposition 3.1. Let β ∈ (0, 1] be a fixed number. There exists a constant δ 0 > 0 such that for all x, y ∈ T, 0 < x − y < δ 0 , there exists an interval J x,y ⊂ Z such that the following holds:
L ; (iii) there exists an interval U x,y ⊂ J x,y such that |U x,y | > 1 10 |J x,y | and such that for every n ∈ U x,y
We will prove the proposition in the next section, now let us prove the main result.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume, by contradiction, that T has local rank one of order β ∈ (0, 1]. Fix a positive
, where δ 0 is as in Proposition 3.1. Let P be a finite partition of X of diameter less then δ. For an arbitrary ε > 0 we can find by Lemma 2.2 a positive H > 100M and a pair of points (x 0 , s 0 ), (y 0 , s ′ 0 ) ∈ D such that, if we denote by (x t , s t ) := T t (x 0 , s 0 ) and (y t , s ′ t ) := T t (y 0 , s ′ 0 ), we have
Denote
the times when the points (x t , s t ) and (y t , s ′ t ) are δ-close and δ-far respectively. Notice that the mapping R ∋ t → d((x t , s t ), (y t , s ′ t )) is piecewise constant by the definition of a special flow, whence both C and F are finite unions of (half-open) intervals. It trivially follows from the definition of
). We will show at the end that λ(F ) > εH if ε is small to get a contradiction with (5). For the reader's convenience, we split the proof into several steps. Given t ∈ C, let J xt,yt be as in Proposition 3.1.
Claim 1. For every
To prove the claim we will argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists t 0 ∈ C such that |J xt 0 ,yt 0 | > H 5M . Then we derive from Proposition 3.1(i) that
(by Proposition 3.1(ii)). Consider the interval I ⊂ R given by
where a = min J, b = max J + 1. Then λ(I) > 2H and it follows that either 0 ∈ I or H ∈ I. Since the proof in both cases goes along the same lines, let us assume without loss of generality that H ∈ I. By definition,
. Notice that n ∈ J by the definition of I. The distance between (x H , s H ) and (y H , s ′ H ) is smaller than δ by (4) and equals
It follows from (7), (8) and the cocycle equality
On the other hand, f (x) ≥ L and therefore
Since the first term in (8) is less then δ and x t 0 − y t 0 < δ (because t 0 ∈ C), we have (n − m)α < 2δ with |n − m| < 60M L 2 . By the choice of δ this is only possible if n = m. We conclude that x H = x t 0 + nα, y H = y t 0 + nα and
, which contradicts (3). Similarly, if 0 ∈ I then one can show that x 0 − y 0 = x t 0 − y t 0 < β 10H . Claim 1 is proved.
Proof of Proposition 3.1
Before we prove Proposition 3.1 let us give an outline of how to prove (ii) and (iii). They are both a consequence of Lemma 3.3. For x, y ∈ T satisfying (11), if (b) or (c) in Lemma 3.3 holds (that is forward or backward orbit of [x, y] avoids the discontinuity long enough), we define J x,y to be respectively [0,
. By the definition of J x,y and Lemma 3.2, for n ∈ J x,y , |f (n) (x) − f (n) (y)| = n( slope + o(1)) x − y . This means that the divergence is linear and hence (ii) and (iii) follow. If x, y ∈ T satisfy (a), we define J x,y as [0, 2q n − 1] ∩ Z. In this case the divergence is given by hitting the discontinuity, but the number of times the orbit of [x, y] hits 0 is bounded by (17). This gives (ii). And once hitting the discontinuity, the two points cannot come close for some time, which leads to (iii).
The following lemma is classical.
Proof. Notice that for some θ
and so the statement follows from the ergodic theorem and unique ergodicity of R α since g ′ ∈ C(T) and T g ′ dm T = 0.
Let (q n ) n∈N denote the sequence of denominators of α, that is
, where q 0 = 1, q 1 = a 1 , q n = a n q n−1 + q n−2 , p 0 = 0, p 1 = 1, p n = a n p n−1 + p n−2
and [0; a 1 , a 2 , . . .] stands for the continued fraction expansion of α (see [Kh35] ). It follows that 1 2q n+1 < q n α < 1 q n+1 .
The reader can easily check that the partition of T by 0, α, ..., (q n − 1)α has the form
(We recall that for x, y ∈ T, [x, y] stands for the shortest interval in T connecting x and y.) In particular,
Lemma 3.3. Fix x, y ∈ T, x = y, and let n ∈ N be any integer such that
Then one of the following holds:
Proof. Assume that (a) does not hold. Consider the partition P n of T by 0, −α, ..., (−q n + 1)α. Let i, j ∈ {−q n + 1, ..., 0} be unique such that
By (11) and (10) (the proof in the other case is analogous). If q n α − p n < 0 we will show (b), and if q n α − p n > 0 we will show (c). Let us conduct the proof assuming that q n α − p n < 0, the proof in the other case follows the same lines. We need to show that for every k ∈ {− q n+1 6
, ..., 0},
Each such kα belongs to a unique atom of P n . If kα / ∈ I then (13) holds trivially by (12). All k ∈ {− q n+1 6
, ..., 0} for which kα ∈ I are of the form
So (13) also holds in this case. This finishes the proof of Lemma 3.3.
Now we can prove Proposition 3.1.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Recall that f = g + {·} + c, where g ∈ C 1 (T), 0 < L ≤ 1 ≤ M , 0 < β < 1. Fix ǫ < βL 10 6 M 2 . Let δ 0 be such that for every x, y ∈ T, x − y < δ 0 , and every n ∈ Z
The existence of such δ 0 follows from Lemma 3.2. Indeed, by Lemma 3.2 there exists n ǫ > 0 such that for all n, |n| ≥ n ǫ , we have |g (n) (x) − g (n) (y)| < ǫ|n| x − y . It is enough to define δ 0 := ǫ nǫ sup T |g ′ | . We will also assume that
Fix x, y ∈ T, x − y < δ 0 . We want to define J x,y . We will use Lemma 3.3. Let n ∈ N be unique such that
Then n satisfies (11), since M ≥ 1. Define J x,y as follows: We will show that J x,y defined above satisfies the assertions of Proposition 3.1. 
Therefore for every such n, using (14) and (16), we obtain
and this finishes the proof of (ii). For (iii) let U x,y := [q n , 2q n − 1] ∩ Z.
Obviously |U x,y | > 1 10 |J x,y |. Since x, y satisfy (a), it follows that for every n ∈ U x,y we have D n ≥ 1.
Therefore for every n ∈ U x,y by (14) and (16)
and this completes the proof of (iii). So if (a) holds then Proposition 3.1 holds for x, y.
It remains to conduct the proof in cases (B) and (C). The proofs in both cases are completely symmetric, one just needs to switch the time direction from positive (in case (B)) to negative (in case (C)). Therefore we will present the proof in case (B), the proof in case (C) follows the same lines. 
Concluding remarks
It follows by [FL04] that the spectral type of von Neumann flows is purely singular. Whether or not the maximal spectral multiplicity of von Neumann flows is finite remains however an open problem. It follows from our result that the popular method of estimating spectral multiplicity by the rank fails in this case.
It seems that the methods used for one discontinuity can be carried out for many discontinuities (however the proof becomes more subtle).
In a forthcoming paper [KaSo] we will show that the slope is an isomorphism invariant for the von Neumann flows under consideration (with one discontinuity), i.e. flows are non-isomorphic when the slopes of the roof functions are different. This would mean, in turn, that even when α is fixed, we have considered an uncountable family of pairwise non-isomorphic von Neumann flows.
